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KOLIDA GNSS Phylogeny 

K9TX 

K9T 

Designed in y2009, KOLIDA 1st generation 
RTK won a great reputation from  
surveyors of the world. 

Two years later, we updated to K9TX. Its 
radio modem compatible with Trimble 
protocol and adjust frequency to most of 
countries. 



KOLIDA GNSS Phylogeny 

K9mini 

K5Plus 

As surveyors need small and smart 
RTK. We launched K5Plus and 
K9mini. 

- Small antenna with full 
constellation 

- Full metal shell 
- One-Key operation 
- Large battery volume 
- Powerful internal radio 2W 
- E-bubble, Tilt sensor (K5Plus 

only) 



KOLIDA GNSS Phylogeny 

S680p 

+ 
Smartphone 

Android EGstar 

Palm RTK is what they call S680p. 
With handheld network, it can 
perfectly connect to CORS station.  
 
Android EGstar can fit most of 
android devices which can make 
survey much easier. 



KOLIDA GNSS Phylogeny 

K5Plus+ 

Facing to new market demands, 
what’s the advantage on K5Plus+? 
Let’s start a conversation.面对新的
需求，我们在最新一代RTK上又做
了哪些更新呢？ 
 
 



Revolutionary Update 



WiFi 



WiFi AP and Client 

K5Plus+ open most of the 
interface to improve its 
configuration availability. 
Versatile SDK allows 
programmer to re-develop 
more application.  



WebUI 



WebUI 
Status  

Positioning information, satellite tracking and the others will be 
displayed in this page 

Configuration 

It contains registration for receiver, base configuration, antenna 
configuration, satellite configuration, receiver configuration and system 
configuration. 

Satellite Information Display and control the satellites are used or not 

Data Record Configure the parameters for static mode and raw data download 

Data Transfer 
Contains NTRIP configuration, TCP/IP configuration and data transferring 
with PC 

Network Config 
Contains network parameters configuration, WIFI configuration and the 
other functions 

Radio Config Configure the parameters and frequency for radio modem 

Firmware Update It is used to upgrade the firmware for receiver and each modem 

Track Manage Record track file while doing measurement 
Coordinate System* Setup a local coordinate system for K5Plus+ 

Online Service* Upload data onto a server in real-time 

User Management Add and manage the Web UI users management 
Help Offers solutions, system log 

Reserved functions are marked in *. 



Benefits 
WebUI nearly integrates all useful functions for 
RTK. For distributors, it’s a powerful tool for 
after-sale service.  
 
No need serial port any more. Easy and 
convenient.  
 
Smart phone can be accessible.  

WebUI 



Full Constellation 



Full constellations 



Full constellations 



External Battery 



External Battery 

When surveying in the field, have you ever 
been annoyed for heavy accumulator and 
external radio? Oops, extra tripod is on 
your shoulder······ 



External Battery 

To outside lightly, it can last 10 hours to 
internal radio transmission. 

This compartment contains two 6800mAh 
batteries inside. 

2W powerful internal radio, 7-9km 
working range, low consumption. 



iVoice 



iVoice Guide 

6 languages voice supported 
 
Important information reminder 
 
Volume adjustable or turn off 



SMS Service 



SMS Service 

Project manager can remotely  
check receiver status in real-time. 
Receiver position 
Satellite number 
Warning if base moved. 
 
If stolen, you can always find it!!! 
 
Change UHF setting without  
base on duty. 
 
测量负责人远程实时了解主机位置 
重要信息短信报告 
防盗抢，反馈主机位置 
无人值守的基站，远程切换电台通道和协议 



SMS Service 

Send “help” to acquire command 
list 
 
S100~S108 important feedback. 



Data Feedback 



Data Feedback 

The RTK data can be sent 
back to KOLIDA server in 
real-time. 

Benefits 
The manager can check and 
arrange RTK data in the 
office real time. 



All-in-One for RTK 



Radio Repeater 



If surveying among uneven hill 
or mountain, the signal is 
unstable and intermittent. 
 
Extend working range without 
moving base station. 
 
Rover repeats base signal while 
keep it surveying. 

Radio Repeater 



Radio Repeater Note: please take in mind that the “Repeater” 
rover should keep away from Base station to 
avoid signal interference. 

UHF 
Rover 

UHF 

UHF 

Rover 

Rover 

Internal 
radio 
repeater 

Benefits 
Improve stability on varied 
terrain. 
No need to purchase repeater 
any more. 
Radio signal won’t get weaken 
by distance. 



Radio Router 



In Network RTK, signal is weak 
out of coverage. We need a 
powerful signal. 
I have only one CORS account. 
But it’s an urgent job and  w 
hole team. What can I do? 

Radio Router 



Radio Router 

GPRS UHF 

Rover Rover 

Rover 

The rover gets the differential 
corrections from the CORS 
server and transmit the 
corrections to other rovers by 
radio module at the same time.  

Benefits 
Transform network signal 
to local radio signal which is 
more stable. 
With only one account, 
K5Plus+ can broadcast 
correction by UHF. Cost-
saving on SIM and network 
flow. 



Eagle Mode 



What if I want to use network RTK 
without CORS station? 
 
SIM doesn’t support “data fax” 
service 
 
Radio is restricted by government. 
 
On 10km uneven terrain, internal 
radio is unstable. What shall I do? 

Eagle mode 



-Base with access to internet (with SIM card or 
wifi) 
 
-Rover with access to internet (with SIM card 
or wifi) 
 
-Base upload corrections to CORS server 
Rover download base corrections from CORS 
server  

Eagle mode 

upload download 

Benefits 
Network can be used without a real CORS station. 
 
One base to several rovers.  



CSD Mode 



Using Eagle mode, users need the 
support of KOLIDA server to 
transfer correction. The server 
may be crashed if too many data 
uploaded.  
Radio is restricted by government. 

CSD mode 



-In some countries, CSD or GSM functions are 
needed. It works as both base and rover with 
SIM card inside and communicate through 
phone fax rather than internet. 
 
-In other countries where CSD function is not 
allowed by local tele companies, this function 
cannot be used 

CSD mode 

Data fax 

Benefits 
No effects from server. Rover gets 
correction from base on its own. 



Lark Mode 



LARK mode: 1+N via GPRS 

Only one CORS account. 
Time is short plus task is tight. 



LARK mode: 1+N via GPRS 
As for the lark mode, it is a datalink 
mode with both base and rovers with 
SIM card, and they communicate 
through internet, one base can 
provide corrections to many rovers 
directly without the help of a server. 

GPRS 

GPRS 

GPRS 

Benefits 
1+N network RTK without CORS station 
setup.  
Cost-saving for major project. No need to 
construct reference station to use 
network RTK. 



Ntrip 



Ntrip Client 

Normal network RTK 
using GPRS. 



Ntrip Server 

In Eagle mode, data is 
uploaded by this 
settings. 



Ntrip Caster 

We need one SIM car 
with static IP. K5Plus+ 
can be used as a 
small CORS receiver. 



TCP/IP 



TCP/IP settings-simple CORS receiver 

-After enabling network port function, 
connect base G6 to PC by cable 
 
-Input the PC LAN IP and Eagle station 
port for upload 
 
-Input the same port in Eagle station 




